
Student Sessions 
Our Student Sessions Livestream 
event broadcasts the magic of the 
Sydney Writers’ Festival in real time 
to regional schools outside greater 
metropolitan Sydney. 
With sessions led by world-renowned writers and 
respected social commentators, Student Sessions 
is designed to bring the school curriculum to life. 
Students can build on their classroom learning, 
extend their capacity for critical thinking, and 
engage in thoughtful discussion and meaningful 
debate – all without leaving the classroom.

Student Sessions is programmed for Years 9–12, 
but suitable for all secondary students. 

Booking 
For a single booking of $60, tune in to  
the following sessions as they take place  
in real time on Wednesday 29 April: 

• 10am: Daniel Mendelsohn on the Classics 
• 11:15am: Paul Kelly on Poetry 
• 1pm: Centre Stage: Writing for the  

Screen and Stage 

Your purchase includes the full day of programs. 

To check eligibility and register, go to:  
https://golive.events/studentsessions2020-registration/

STUDENT 
SESSIONS   
LIVESTREAM

Sydney Writers’ Festival and  
the NSW Education Standards Authority present

WEDNESDAY 29 APRIL 2020, 10AM–1:45PM



    10–10:45am
  Daniel Mendelsohn 

on the Classics 
The master of popular criticism, Daniel 
Mendelsohn, uses the ancient past to reach into 
the very heart of modern culture. Described as 
“our most irresistible literary critic” (The New 
York Times), Daniel joins author and journalist 
Benjamin Law to discuss his latest collection of 
essays, covering how the automatons in Homer’s 
epics can help explain AI films Ex Machina and 
Her, how Virgil’s Aeneid foreshadows post–World 
War II history, why we are still obsessed with the 
Titanic, and the feminism that can be found in 
Game of Thrones.

Curriculum links: English, History

   11:15am–12pm  
   Paul Kelly on Poetry 
In a session that explores the transformative 
combination of poetry and music, hear acclaimed 
singer-songwriter Paul Kelly recite a selection of 
poems from his new anthology Love Is Strong as 
Death – a number of which he has set to music 
and will sing live. In conversation with ABC Radio 
National’s Kate Evans, Paul discusses a collection 
that spans the ancient and the modern and speaks 
to two of literature’s greatest themes: love and 
death – plus everything in between. 

Curriculum links: English, Music 

THE 
PROGRAM

Core Funders Principal Partner 

Each talk runs for 45 minutes.  

1–1:45pm  
Centre Stage: Writing 

for the Screen and Stage 
Whether for film, television or the stage, a new 
generation of Australian scriptwriters are making 
their mark. Logie winner, actor and screenwriter 
of the AACTA-nominated Top End Wedding, 
Miranda Tapsell, and Michelle Law, whose work 
includes the hit play Single Asian Female and the 
award-winning SBS series Homecoming Queens, 
will be in conversation with writer and theatre-
maker Maeve Marsden, discussing their craft, 

voice and artistic practice, as well as the 
importance of diversity on stage 

and screen. 

Curriculum links: Drama, 
English 


